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Abstract—The recent development of large-scale multimedia
concept ontologies has provided a new momentum for research
in the semantic analysis of multimedia repositories. Different
methods for generic concept detection have been extensively
studied, but the question of how to exploit the structure of a
multimedia ontology and existing inter-concept relations has
not received similar attention. In this paper, we present a clustering-based method for modeling semantic concepts on low-level
feature spaces and study the evaluation of the quality of such
models with entropy-based methods. We cover a variety of
methods for assessing the similarity of different concepts in a
multimedia ontology. We study three ontologies and apply the
proposed techniques in experiments involving the visual and
semantic similarities, manual annotation of video, and concept
detection. The results show that modeling inter-concept relations
can provide a promising resource for many different application
areas in semantic multimedia processing.
Index Terms—Clustering-based analysis, concept detection,
inter-concept relations, multimedia ontology.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

XTRACTING semantic concepts from visual data has attracted a lot of research attention recently. The aim of
the research has been to facilitate semantic indexing and concept-based retrieval of visual content. The leading principle has
been to build semantic representations by extracting intermediate semantic levels from low-level features (see e.g., [1]–[3]).
Statistical modeling of midlevel semantic concepts can be useful
in supporting high-level indexing and querying on multimedia
data, as such concept models can be trained off-line with considerably more positive and negative examples than what are
available at query time.
In natural language processing, resources such as Cyc [4]
and ConceptNet [5] can be used to extract commonsense assertions from a semantic network of concepts. In a similar fashion,
the availability of recently published large-scale multimedia ontologies as well as large manually annotated datasets have enabled the semantic analysis of multimedia content as well as an
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increase in multimedia lexicon sizes by orders of magnitude.
A major resource in this field is the Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) [6], [7], an expanded multimedia concept lexicon on the order of 1000 concepts, which
also includes manual annotations for the concepts in the TREC
Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) [8] 2005 dataset. These
concepts relate to events, objects, locations, people, and program categories, and have been selected following a multistep
process involving input solicitation, expert critiquing, comparison with related ontologies, and performance evaluation. Yet
the design and construction of multimedia ontologies still remains an open research question as the definition of which semantic features are to be modeled tends to be fixed irrespective of the discriminative power of those semantic concepts.
This means that the set of concepts in an ontology may be appealing from an ontological perspective, but may contain concepts which make little difference in their discriminative power,
or there may be large ‘gaps’ in the resulting overall concept
space.
The predominant approach to producing semantic concept
models for multimedia data is to treat the problem as a generic
learning problem, which makes it scalable to large numbers
of concepts. Here, training data is used to learn independent
models of different concepts over low-level feature distributions, and the set of concepts covered by such models generally
forms part of a larger ontology. For building such models, one
approach is to use discriminative approaches, such as support
vector machines (SVMs), -nearest neighbor classifiers, or decision trees, to classify between positive and negative examples
of a certain concept. An alternative is to take a generative approach in which the probability density function of a semantic
concept is estimated based on existing training data, e.g., with
Gaussian mixture models or nonparametric density estimation.
We follow the generative approach and use global low-level
features extracted from both video data and keyframe images
for video shot representation. As the ground truth, we use manually annotated keyframes of various TRECVID collections, as
they provide an unique and commonly used source of information for large-scale semantic concept modeling. The utilization of image-level annotations and global features in concept
modeling has obvious limitations, as while some concepts correspond to the content of the image or video shot as a whole,
most of them are localized, i.e., they correspond to a distinct
object or part of the scene. As a result, we cannot distinguish between two concepts if they always co-occur with each other in
the training data, and can expect certain unintuitive similarities
as object-based concepts are mixed with commonly occurring
backgrounds. Unfortunately, obtaining localized annotations for
large-scale multimedia ontologies is an extremely challenging
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task. Indeed, it is the aim of this paper to inspect the level of results that can be obtained with an image or shot level approach
and whether the current methods benefit from such analysis.
In this paper, we study how multimedia concept models built
over a general clustering method can be interpreted in terms of
probability distributions and how the quality of such models can
be assessed with entropy-based methods. The entropy of a certain feature vector’s distribution is a measure of how uniformly
the used feature distributes the concept over the set of clusters
[9]. We make the assumption that a good model is such that the
distribution is heavily concentrated on only a few clusters, resulting in a low value of entropy. This approach is readily scalable to large multimedia lexicons where each concept can be
represented as a set of probability distributions over common
clusterings based on different low-level feature spaces. In addition, and most interestingly for the work in this paper, the similarity of two distributions can be used to measure the overlap of
the corresponding concepts. This enables us to produce a similarity matrix for all concepts in an ontology in order to study
the inter-concept relations in the lexicon, and helps to determine
the quality and coverage of the ontology covered by the set of
concepts.
We propose a methodology for analyzing the low-level feature and semantic properties of three multimedia ontologies as
flat concept lexicons, i.e., each of the concepts has been annotated separately and any taxonomical relations between the concepts are neglected, as the LSCOM ontology in its current form
does not contain such a taxonomy. This kind of analysis can reveal existing inter-concept relations, but provides only a part of
the picture as taxonomically related concepts are treated similarly as any two random concepts.
We adopt the term “visual” for all characteristics based on
low-level feature spaces even though all such features might not
be visual, e.g., for video analysis we also use audio features.
The method we use for measuring the visual similarity among
concepts was first presented in [10] and a similar method is applied here for pairwise co-occurrence properties of concepts.
Furthermore, in the experiments section of the paper we examine the application of these techniques to other tasks, namely
the analysis of large-scale multimedia ontologies, manual annotation of video by semantic concepts, and automatic detection of
concepts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of related work on semantic and concept-based indexing of multimedia content. Section III describes our clustering-based method for representing semantic concepts on lowlevel feature spaces and the evaluation of such representations
with entropy-based methods. In Section IV, we discuss the estimation and analysis of different similarity relations between
semantic concepts in an ontology. Section V presents a series
of experiments in which the proposed methods are applied in
different tasks. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a brief overview of related research
in extracting semantic concepts from visual content. In general,
we acknowledge three overlapping tasks in this general field,
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namely semantic categorization, annotation, and concept detection. Furthermore, we discuss two specific and open issues in
current research that are directly relevant to the topic of this
paper. The first issue is analyzing the usefulness and reliability
of different concept models for multimedia content. Second, we
briefly describe existing novel approaches to utilizing different
inter-concept relations within an ontology.
In order to make image indexing by higher-level content possible, a fundamental requirement is to be able to capture the
image’s semantic content in such a way that corresponds to the
human view of image semantics. Within broad domains, automatically extracted visual features often fail to do this adequately. In some cases, however, a certain level of semantic categorization with automatic methods is possible. For example,
Szummer and Picard proposed a method to classify between indoor and outdoor images [11], and Vailaya et al. to classify between city images and landscape scenes [12].
An alternative to classification is the automatic annotation of
images, where the input images are labeled with any of a set of
available annotations if they fulfill the corresponding criteria.
Unlike in classification, it is not assumed that the image collection can be divided to a set of classes, but rather that the images
having a certain annotation constitute the representation of that
semantic concept. A common approach to image annotation is
to first obtain image regions by using a segmentation algorithm,
partitioning the image area with a regular grid, or extracting
interest points. A set of feature extraction methods is then employed for these regions and the extracted region-wise feature
vectors over all images in the database are clustered to produce
image blobs. Each image is described using a subset from the
vocabulary of blobs, and the problem of image annotation can
be viewed as a transformation from the blob representation to
a keyword representation. A large number of methods have
been proposed to achieve this, including the translation model of
Barnard et al. [13], the cross-media relevance model of Jeon et al.
[14], and models based on probabilistic latent semantic analysis
[15], [16]. The main problem with the blob-based representation
is the difficulty of obtaining both reliable results using weak
segmentation algorithms and large-scale localized annotations
to use as ground truth for large ontologies such as LSCOM.
A third widely studied and closely related technique for
describing image content is semantic concept detection. In
concept detection, after training models for the concepts to be
used, the task is to detect those objects from a separate test
set that are relevant for the given concept, in current research
typically using nonlocalized annotations. Concept detection
thus differs from automatic annotation and categorization and
seems more suitable for generative models or density estimation, as the focus is less on learning exact discriminative
boundaries between classes and more on identifying the regions
of the input space likely to contain the principal portion of the
relevant data items. Viewed this way, concept detection closely
resembles query-by-example retrieval, with the fundamental
difference that concept detection is typically performed off-line
and with a greater number of training examples available. For
generic concept detection, proposed methods include support
vector machines [17], [18], Gaussian mixture models [19], and
Bayesian learning using a constellation model [20].
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When considering large-scale concept ontologies as we do in
this paper, the usefulness of different concepts is an important
question. It can be approached either from a task-oriented perspective or by directly analyzing the properties of the concept
models, as is done in this paper. Using the former approach,
Christel and Hauptmann study the benefits of incorporating concepts in a large number of potential multimedia queries [21].
Lin and Hauptmann then propose the use of mutual information
between the relevance of a shot to a query and semantic concepts for determining concept utility [22]. The latter approach is
taken in [23], where Kender and Naphade analyze a large database of concept annotations and use information gain to find
the most reliable visual concepts. In a paper [24] resembling
the approach proposed here, Yanai and Barnard analyze concept
models using entropy of a blob-based representation to measure
concept “visualness,” i.e., concepts that can be reliably detected
using low-level visual features.
Different semantic concepts do not exist in isolation, but form
a part of a concept ontology. Concepts in an ontology can have
different relationships between each other, including inter-concept semantic and visual similarities, statistical co-occurrence of
two or more concepts, and different hierarchical relations. The
problem of efficient utilization of these contextual inter-concept
relations is currently a widely studied and open research issue,
and several interesting approaches have recently been proposed.
Naphade et al. propose a factor graph framework for inter-concept context analysis [25]. They use a probabilistic graphical
network of multimedia objects or “multijects” to model their interaction. In [26], Wu et al. use an existing ontology hierarchy
to influence individual concept detectors. A boosting factor is
used for top-down influence from parent concepts to the children, and confusion factor is defined for mutually exclusive concepts. In [23], Kender and Naphade use the G-test for finding
concept pairs that occur frequently together. Yan et al. use various graphical models to find relationships between concepts
and study their effect in concept detection [27]. Snoek et al.
propose an authoring metaphor to multimedia indexing [18].
They divide the indexing process to content, style, and context
steps. In the last step, the individual concept detectors are combined into a semantic feature which is then used as input to a supervised learning stage. In [28], Xie and Chang study different
data mining methods for static and temporal pattern mining of
large-scale multimedia ontologies. They propose the use of frequent itemset mining, -means clustering and hidden Markov
models in new concept prediction.
III. CONCEPT REPRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
In our representation of concepts we adopt a probabilistic
model in which the probability density function of a semantic
concept is modeled based on training data, instead of a binary
classification approach where each database object is classified
either as relevant or nonrelevant for the corresponding concept.
Our aim here is thus not to perform classification or concept detection, but to analyze different properties of concept models directly via the properties of their density functions. In this paper,
the properties we concentrate on include the robustness of the
models and the similarity between pairs of concept models.

A. Clustering-Based Concept Representations
Clustering refers to partitioning data into sets or clusters so
that data items in a certain cluster are more similar to each other
than to data items in other clusters. In the basic form (i.e., hard or
crisp clustering), every data item belongs to exactly one cluster.
Clustering is commonly used to summarize the observed data
and to generalize it to unknown samples. We will concentrate
here on the former purpose and view cluster analysis as similar
to vector quantization, that is to provide a set of codewords to
represent input data in a more compact way. Clustering-based
probabilistic models are commonly used in image processing.
Some examples include the use of clustering to obtain a codebook of blobs after an image segmentation step [13]–[16] and
estimating a probability density in a high-dimensional feature
space by first running a clustering algorithm and then using the
cluster partitions to estimate the probability density using mixtures of Gaussians [29], [30].
Given a set of cluster centroids, we can in theory calculate
the a priori probability of each cluster being the best match
for any vector of the feature space. This is possible if the
probability density function (pdf)
is known. If we denote
the cluster by and its surrounding Voronoi region by , we
may calculate the cluster’s a priori probability as
(1)
With discrete data, we replace the continuous pdf with a discrete
probability histogram. Without danger of confusion, the probability can still be denoted as
#

(2)

stands for the cardinality of a set, and
where #
is the size of the training data set whose members are
. The reader should note that the
original probability density of the continuous feature space
cannot be directly approximated with the discrete , because
the sizes of the histogram bins, i.e., the Voronoi regions, are not
equal. It will suffice, however, that the one-directional mapping
from the continuous distribution to the discrete one can be
performed.
In what follows, we concentrate on the distributions of specific subsets of data. We may assume that the members of such
items fulfill a specific ground truth criterion
a subset with
by which each object can be classified as either a member or
nonmember of the class. In this paper, considering the application domain, we denote these subsets as semantic concepts .
, the corresponding probability
Considering the th concept
histogram will be

#
where
concept

(3)

is the cardinality of the subset of vectors relevant for
.
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B. Latent Variable Models
The representation of visual data using global features is quite
crude. For example, to accurately describe the content of an
image, we should enumerate the objects contained in the image
as well as their relationships and contexts. While some semantic
concepts do correspond to the content of the image as a whole,
some others are localized to a distinct object or a specific part of
the background or scene. To facilitate localized image representation, a common approach is to use local appearance descriptors. There are different methods producing local descriptors,
such as using automatic or manual segmentation, employing
a regular grid, or extracting corner or interest points from the
images.
The set of local descriptors can be quantized to produce “visual words” or visterms, which brings multimedia indexing back
to text analysis, as the multimedia objects can now be regarded
as documents consisting of a number of visterms. Analogously
with text, a common method to represent multimedia documents
is the bag-of-visterms model where relationships between visterms are ignored and only the observations of different visterms
in documents are considered.
The bag-of-visterm representations can be used directly
as concept models by concatenating the visterms of objects
fulfilling the corresponding ground truth criteria. This approach
is inadequate as the origins of the visterms are neglected. As an
alternative, we may utilize probabilistic latent variable models
such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [31]
which has been recently applied e.g., to image classification
[15], [16]. In PLSA, a latent variable or aspect
is associated with each observation. The joint probability of
documents and visterms is then defined as the mixture
(4)
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where is the number symbols in the alphabet of the stochastic
information source, in our case thus the number of clusters or
latent aspects. is the probability of cluster being the correct
one for an input vector, as defined before. Logarithm base of
two is usually used and also assumed here.
If we assume that each of the clusters is equally probable as
the correct one for an input vector, we get the theoretical max. In the disimum for the entropy of a clustering
crete case, the above definition for the maximum entropy to hold
assumes that is divisible by . In general, this is not the case
is biased toward smaller values. However, the proand
duced error is insignificant with sufficient amount of data, i.e.,
. When studying the whole database, this can generif
ally be assumed since the overall aim of clustering is to reduce
computational requirements of the retrieval algorithm. With a
having only a few examples available, i.e., when
concept
is relatively small, the difference may, however, be considwe calculate the empirical entropy
erable so instead of
for each concept by spreading its distribution
maximum
over the clusters as uniformly as possible with the given inand , and using (5).
teger values of
Instead of using entropy directly, often a more illustrative
, commonly utilized in speech
measure is perplexity
recognition. Perplexity can be considered as the weighted
number of equal choices for a random variable; i.e., in this
setting, the average number of equivalent clusters that have to
be considered given the distribution. Thus, if entropy had a the, the perplexity of a clustering
oretical maximum value
.A
would equal the total number of clusters,
suitable performance indicator for feature extraction and the
associated clustering methods can be formed by the ratio of
perplexity to its maximum value, denoted here as normalized
perplexity
(6)

is the class-conditional probability of the viswhere
term conditioned on the unobserved aspect , and
denotes the probability distribution of the latent aspects given
the document . The PLSA model is fitted using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [32]. After training the
model, a new document can be “folded-in” to the aspect space
by keeping the document independent probabilities
fixed and using EM. Using this approach, a concept
can be aggregated to a document
and the concept can
over the latent aspects.
be modeled as a distribution

We will now turn to study the uniformity of the distributions
of objects relevant to specific concepts over the clusters or
latent aspects. A simple and commonly used measure for the
randomness of a symbol distribution is its entropy. In our
case, the cluster indexes for the vectors of the training set
of a distribution
play the role of symbols. The entropy
is

in all cases. In general it can
which is nonnegative and
be assumed that when clustering distributes the input vectors
roughly evenly over the clusters, the normalized perplexity of
the whole data should thus be near unity. On the other hand,
images with semantic similarity should be mapped to a small
cluster subset, provided that the feature extraction and clustering
methods have been favorable to that specific concept. In this
should be clearly smaller than one. The normalized
case,
of a concept
can simply be calculated by
perplexity
replacing s in (5) by
s of (3).
is to use it as a weight
A straightforward application of
of the corresponding distribution in feature fusion. In general, different multimedia concepts are best represented using
multiple features and combining their outputs based on their
corresponds to
relative performances. A small value of
a well-concentrated distribution, so the relative weight of the
corresponding feature should be increased. For example using
, the weight of the th
softmax scaling on the inverse of
feature becomes

(5)

(7)

C. Entropy-Based Measure of Distributions
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In the experiments of this paper, we will use clustering and
to analyze different low-level features for their ability to
produce nonuniform concept distributions and (7) for weighted
feature combination.
IV. INTER-CONCEPT SIMILARITY
In order to analyze the overall utility of a concept ontology,
we aim to measure the overlap among concepts based on a set
of different characteristics. This enables us to produce a similarity matrix for the ontology in order to study the overall efficacy of the set of concepts as well as to analyze individual ones
to find potential weaknesses, such as near-duplicate concepts as
well as highly isolated ones. In many previous approaches to
semantic concept modeling, the ontology, or inter-concept relations in general, have not usually been utilized, but each concept
has rather been treated as a binary classifier and thus processed
as if it were a separate entity. In the next section a set of quite diverse applications for the results of analysis of concept relations
are proposed, in many cases combining two different similarity
measures. In this section we now consider four different similarity relations between concepts.

B. Co-Occurrence
A complementary view of concept similarity can be provided
by considering co-occurrence statistics or collocations of pairs
of concepts. In computational linguistics, a collocation is defined as a sequence of words or terms which co-occur more
often than would be expected by chance. A similar analysis
can also be used in multimedia ontologies, since the presence
or absence of certain concepts may be a valuable cue in predicting the presence of other concepts in a multimedia object. A
number of methods for analyzing co-occurrence patterns have
been proposed in recent research, including the G-test [23], frequent itemsets [28] and shot clustering [28]. We examine concept occurrence data as a binary variable over the items in the
as a vector of length
training data. Thus, here we denote
if the th item
equalling the size of the training set with
is relevant for concept
and
otherwise. Again, there
exist different suitable distance measures, including the Hamming distance, Dice measure, point-wise mutual information,
and the Cosine measure
(10)

A. Visual Similarity
Considering the multiple concepts in an ontology, an interesting question is the similarity between two concepts based on
low-level features which can be automatically extracted. In Section III-C, we used entropy to measure concept distributions and
so continuing with the information-theoretic approach, a natural
measure of two concepts’ similarity would be their mutual information as examined previously in [9]. Let us denote by
and
the probability distributions of concepts
and , over a
set of either clusters or latent aspects. As entropy measures the
randomness of a distribution, mutual information
can be used for studying the interplay between two distributions
(8)
is the estimated joint probability of the two
where
concepts.
However, when using mutual information in estimating interconcept similarities, the sparsity of the data quickly becomes
a problem. In order to obtain an accurate enough model of a
concept, the value of has to be relatively large, resulting in
unless we have a lot of
a sparse joint probability matrix
training data. Therefore, we take a different approach and use
a bin-to-bin histogram distance measure in estimating the concept similarities. A number of such measures are available, including intersection, Euclidean distance, -statistic, and Kullback–Leibler divergence. Based on earlier experiments [10],
[33], we decided to use Jeffrey divergence [34]
(9)
where
is the mean distribution, as it is
symmetric and numerically stable with empirical distributions
and usually gives rather consistent results.

C. Semantic Similarity
The third type of concept similarity we discuss is the similarity between concepts based on their semantic meanings. By
nature, these properties are rather different from the two similarities discussed above as we cannot use a ground truth set of
annotated multimedia objects to deduce semantics of concepts.
Instead, there are two basic ways to quantify semantic similarity: either using a lexical resource such as WordNet [35] or by
gathering similarity assessments from human subjects (see e.g.,
[36]). We take the latter approach in this paper and gather subjective assessments of different concepts’ semantic similarity
from a group of test subjects. Gathering such assessments for
a small number of concepts is straightforward, but with largescale ontologies this becomes infeasible due to the quadratic increase of numbers of concept pairs compared to the size of the
ontology. As a result, we limit our study of semantic similarities
to comparisons within the other concept relations. In the experiments in Section V, we will present two studies of semantic
similarity compared with visual similarity.
D. Hierarchical Structure
The final similarity relation considered in this paper is based
on the tree-structured construction or taxonomy used in a multimedia ontology. The most common relation in multimedia ontologies is the subsumption or is-a relation. A valid ontology
should contain such a hierarchy of concepts, otherwise it is
simply just a multimedia lexicon. Therefore, it is unfortunate
that, at its current stage of development, the LSCOM ontology
is not organized in a hierarchical manner, so our work here is
limited. The hierarchical structure of concepts can be directly
used to improve the detection of individual concepts, and an example of such a method is given in [26].
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TABLE I
THE SET OF 280 CONCEPTS FROM THE LSCOM ONTOLOGY USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present a set of experiments in which the
methods proposed in Sections III and IV are applied. As the first
experiment, we study different low-level features’ abilities in
producing well-concentrated concept-wise distributions using
the normalized perplexity measure. Next, we examine the visual
and semantic similarities between concepts in respective experiments. We then apply the concept co-occurrence statistics in
manual annotation, and finally study the usefulness of inter-concept similarity assessments in concept detection. Due to the
space limitations, the performed experiments are described concisely, and are mostly intended as example applications of the
methods proposed in this paper, rather than exhaustive experiments in their respective application areas. First of all, we begin
the section by describing the settings for the three ontologies
used in the experiments.
A. Experiment Settings
In the following experiments, we study three different multimedia ontologies: LSCOM, LSCOM-Lite, and CDVP-206.

Each of these ontologies is accompanied by manual annotations
on TRECVID datasets. The concepts in the ontologies have
been annotated one by one on the shot level based on extracted
keyframes, typically resulting in multiple annotations for each
shot. In particular, this implies that the annotations are not
localized within the keyframe. The TREC Video Retrieval
Evaluation (TRECVID) workshop [8] is an annual workshop
series aimed to encourage research in multimedia information
retrieval by providing a large test collection, uniform scoring
procedures, and a forum for comparing results for participating
organizations. We have extracted various multimodal low-level
features from each of these datasets. Due to the lack of localized
annotations and the difficulty of the segmentation problem,
we use global features for the LSCOM-Lite and LSCOM ontologies, and features extracted using a fixed 5 5 grid for the
CDVP-206 ontology. The details for each ontology are given
below.
1) LSCOM-Lite: LSCOM-Lite [37] is a subset of the ontology developed in the ARDA/NRRC workshop on LSCOM
(see below). It contains 39 semantic concepts listed in Table II.
A joint effort was organized to annotate the TRECVID 2005
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Fig. 1. Minimum values of normalized perplexity over relative sizes of LSCOM concepts based on the training data. The three-letter abbreviations for the concepts
are given in Table I. Note that the x axis is logarithmic.

Fig. 2. Proportions of concepts for which each feature yields the minimum
value of PPL.

[8] development set for the LSCOM-Lite concepts. The dataset
consists of about 80 h or 43 907 shots of TV news recorded in
November 2004. For our experiments we use two video features
(MPEG-7 Motion Activity and temporal color moments), three
MPEG-7 image descriptors calculated from the main shot keyframe (Color Layout, Edge Histogram, and Homogeneous Texture), and one audio feature (mel-scaled cepstral coefficient) as
shot-level, low-level features. We use the Self-Organizing Map
(16 16
(SOM) [38] as the clustering method with
map units) for all these features.
2) LSCOM: The Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) [6], [7] is an expanded multimedia concept
lexicon in development, aimed to contain on the order of 1000
concepts. The current version 1.0 has 856 concepts defined,
of which 449 have been used to annotate the TRECVID 2005
development set after a collaborative annotation process was
completed in late 2005. Of these 449 concepts, 430 have been
used to annotate at least one shot. In the work reported here,
we study a set of 280 concepts, selected on the basis that the
proportion of relevant shots in the training data was required to
exceed 0.001. These concepts are shown in Table I. In the annotation effort for LSCOM the dataset was annotated based on
the keyframes of sub-shots. In TRECVID, a time constraint is
posed on shot lengths, with adjacent brief sub-shots being concatenated together until they fulfill the time constraint. Therefore, the end result is a total of 61 901 annotated sub-shots.
We take a keyframe-level approach and use the sub-shot annotations with the used features extracted from the associated
keyframes. We use six MPEG-7 image descriptors, viz. Color
Layout (cl), Color Structure (cs), Dominant Color (dc), Edge

Histogram (eh), Homogeneous Texture (ht), and Scalable Color
(sc). As with LSCOM-lite, we train 16 16-sized SOMs for all
these features separately.
3) CDVP-206: A hierarchical multimedia ontology of 213
concepts was developed in the Centre for Digital Video Processing at Dublin City University [39]. A subset of 6656 shots
from the TRECVID 2004 dataset was annotated using this ontology, after which 206 concepts in the ontology had at least
one relevant shot. The is-a hierarchy of the ontology was utilized in complementing the annotations of parent concepts with
their children’s annotations. We used three local image features
(color histogram, Gabor texture and Canny edge detection) extracted over a regular 5 5 grid. For each of these features we
. We then concatenate
used -means clustering with
the feature-wise clusters and thus have a bag-of-visterms representation of 75 (5 5 3) visterms out of a vocabulary of
768 for each keyframe. To obtain the final representation for
the keyframes, we perform probabilistic latent semantic analysis (cf. Section III-B) with 50 latent aspects.
B. Normalized Perplexity
In the experiments in this section, we use the LSCOM ontology. The minimum values of normalized perplexity
(6),
i.e., the most nonuniform concept distribution, among the six
image features are listed in Table I. Fig. 1 shows the minimum
values plotted over the proportion of relevant shots in the
training data. The three-letter abbreviations used for the concepts are given in Table I. The first observation we can make on
Fig. 1 is that the proportion of relevant shots has a clear effect on
values. Frequent concepts tend to have high values, which
is understandable as common concepts are bound to be heterogeneous, i.e., there is large intra-class variance. To a certain level
this is also affected by the fact that a large number of relevant
shots will inevitably inhabit a large number of clusters. This effect is not dominant, however, and we have obtained rather simvalues by using equal-size concepts obtained by samilar
pling the ground truth. The second observation we make is that
values.
rare concepts have a larger variance in minimum
values for very rare
The reason for the artifact of higher
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH THE LSCOM-LITE ONTOLOGY

concepts is due to normalization using the actual entropy maximum. The size of the clustering,
, equals roughly a
in the axis of Fig. 1, and concepts having fewer
value of
relevant shots than the number of clusters begin to approach the
maximum value if none of the features is working particularly
well. A smaller value of could therefore be used to study rarer
concepts. In the midfrequency range, concepts with the lowest
are quite what is to be expected, including convalues of
cepts like blank frame, soccer, tennis, oceans, and various news
studio related concepts.
Furthermore, Table I shows for each concept the feature that
, and Fig. 2 lists the perresulted in the minimum value of
centages of the concepts for which each feature yields the minimum value. The feature abbreviations are the ones given in
Section V-A. It can be observed that each of the six features
value for some concepts, highlighting the
yields the lowest
need for using diverse features for modeling multimedia concepts. Still, for most of the concepts either Color Structure or
Edge Histogram gives the minimum value, with shares of 55%
and 24% of the concepts, respectively.
C. Visual Similarity
In the second set of experiments, we examine visual similarities among the 39 LSCOM-Lite concepts. We use a linear combination of the multimodal features described in Section V-A,
using softmax scaling (7). The distance between concepts in the
six clusterings—each corresponding to a different low-level visual feature—are measured by using the Jeffrey divergence of
and
is thus
(9). The visual distance between concepts
(11)
denotes the probability distribution for concept
where
in the th clustering. A full matrix of inter-concept similarities is
difficult to illustrate, even for the relatively small LSCOM-Lite
ontology. Therefore, the visual similarities are shown in two alternative ways in Table II, namely listing the five most similar

Fig. 3. Proportion of odd-concept-out selections in the user experiments
for (a) the 39 concepts of LSCOM-Lite and (b) the CDVP-206 ontology.
(a) LSCOM-Lite and (b) CDVP-206.

concepts for each concept, and as a visual similarity dendrogram, constructed using weighted pair-group average linkage.
An examination of this table shows that the visual similarities
do seem to group semantically related concepts. In the next experiment we study how well this grouping appears to work for
endusers.
D. Semantic Similarity Assessments
We ran a set of experiments in which we measured how our
visual inter-concept similarity, described above, correlated with
human observations of concept similarities. From the set of 39
concepts in LSCOM-Lite, we presented users in random order
with six concepts: a seed concept and its five visually most similar concepts (Table II). The users were then asked to nominate
the odd one out, namely the one which was conceptually most
distant from the others. We repeated this process for each of the
39 concepts. We then performed the same procedure for each
concept in the CDVP-206 ontology except that the set of six
concepts was composed of a seed concept, its four most similar
ones plus another randomly selected concept. Each selection of
an odd-one-out for each of the sets of 39 or 206 concepts was
performed independently by 30 different users.
The results of the user choices of the most dissimilar concept
from the set of six are shown in Fig. 3 and the actual conceptwise results of the user experiments for LSCOM-Lite in Table II
(in parentheses after the concepts). The null hypothesis is that
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we would obtain a uniform distribution among the options. This
is however clearly disproven since in the case of LSCOM-Lite
the most frequently chosen options as odd-one-out are the 4th
and 5th most similar concepts and in the case of the CDVP-206
ontology by far the most frequently chosen option is the randomly selected concept. In both cases the seed concept is also
selected rather often, in 18.6% or 13.1% of the cases, respectively. This might suggests that there are some concepts in the
ontologies that are semantically distinct, at least from the visually most similar concepts. On the other hand, there is a tendency towards frequent concepts in the lists of visually most
similar concepts, and the common concepts are less likely to be
selected as odd concepts. With LSCOM-Lite, for example, the
ten most frequent concepts in the ontology appear among the
five visually most similar concepts more than twice the number
of times expected by uniform distribution.
E. Assisted Annotation
Manual annotation of visual media using an ontology of any
reasonable size requires the annotator to be fairly familiar with
the organization and structure of the ontology in order to achieve
inter-annotator consistency. However, when the annotator is not
familiar with the ontology, as is the case in the growing amount of
nonprofessional annotation activities taking place on the web for
example, then there is a challenge to offer automatic assistance
in the process. In this experiment to test our concept-concept
similarity, ten users, not familiar with the LSCOM ontology,
each annotated 40 video shots using different functionalities
of an annotation tool. The users were either working within a
defined time limit of one minute, or with unlimited time to complete the task, but always under instruction to be as exhaustive
in choosing annotation concepts as they could. The annotation
tool functionality included i) text search through the concept
names, ii) browsing through themed groupings of concepts,
and iii) recommendation of concepts to use for a shot based on
concepts already assigned. Concept recommendation was based
on co-occurrence similarities between concepts chosen up to that
point and other concepts in the ontology.
We measured the average number of annotations per shot, the
annotation rate (annotations per minute) and the average number
of annotations in the limited time of 1 min. These are shown in
Table III. The results clearly show that adding the recommendation of concepts, based on concept-concept similarity, increases
the number of annotations per shot and the rate of annotation.
With the P-value of 0.05, the increases are statistically significant compared to using both the search only and search with
themes functionalities. In the limited time experiment, the corresponding differences were not statistically significant. Instead,
it was observed that the inclusion of the themed concept groups
resulted in statistically significant loss of efficiency with limited
time. In all likelihood this was due to the unfamiliarity of the ontology among the test subjects.
F. Concept Detection
In the final set of experiments to assess the usefulness of our
concept-concept similarity, we study the utilization of visual and
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TABLE III
RESULTS FROM THE ANNOTATION EXPERIMENT

co-occurrence inter-concept relations for individual concept detection. A conventional approach to building an automatic concept detector is to train some machine learning or other detector
with positive and negative examples of that concept, independently of other concepts. In these experiments we add both positive and negative auxiliary concepts from the LSCOM ontology
to the LSCOM-Lite concept detectors of the TRECVID 2006
high-level feature detection task. In practice, there are few if
any concepts that co-occur frequently, but are visually very different in the setting studied here. This is because of the lack of
localization information in the annotations and the use of global
features. Still, if such concepts exists, they can be considered
potentially helpful for building concept detectors as they may
reveal such shots relevant to a concept that would be otherwise
easily neglected. The opposite holds for concepts useful as negative auxiliaries: a visually similar but seldom co-occurring concept is likely to produce false positives. Using these criteria, we
pick out five positive and negative candidate concepts and check
one by one whether their inclusion improves detection results by
using cross-validation with the development set. Typically this
resulted in 1–4 additional concepts, the majority of which were
negative. As an example, based on the analysis, military was
augmented with foxhole as a positive and with news studio and
windows as negative concepts, and charts had a total of four
negative concepts assigned: logos full screen, commercial advertisement, overlaid text, and person.
In the actual detection of individual concepts, we have used
considerably larger (256 256 units) SOM-based feature indexes in the PicSOM retrieval system [40]. For details on this,
see [41]. The result of the experiment was that by including
these additional concepts, the mean inferred average precision
(AP) increased from 0.069 to 0.080 over the 20 concepts that
were analyzed in TRECVID 2006. The concept-wise AP values
for these concepts are shown in the rightmost two columns of
Table II. The results in the Aux. AP column appear in bold where
the auxiliary concept approach leads to improved detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented our work on analyzing large-scale
concept ontologies using a clustering-based framework. The
shape of a semantic concept’s distribution mapped on a set of
clusters depends on factors like the distribution of the original
data in the very-high-dimensional pattern space, the feature
extraction technique, the overall shape of the dataset, and the
distribution of the studied concept. The mapping of semantically similar patterns is highly nonrandom provided that the
used feature is able to capture enough of the patterns’ high-level
similarity. We proposed the use of an entropy-based measure
to quantify this property and the application of the measure to
finding concepts that are relatively more “visual”, i.e., easier
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to model with low-level visual features, as well as automatic
weighting of multiple low-level feature spaces. Furthermore,
we used the similarities of different concept distributions to
measure the strength of the relationships between the concepts.
In particular, the similarities in visual content and co-occurrence patterns of concepts can be used to analyze different
inter-concept relations within an ontology. However, due to the
use of nonlocalized concept annotations and global features,
the distinction between these properties becomes somewhat
blurred, as the visual representations of region-based concepts
are influenced by the corresponding backgrounds and contexts.
Still, we were able to obtain meaningful results in the experiments. It is our view that there are a lot of potential applications
for this kind of analysis of multimedia data, and in this paper
we aimed to illustrate the potential in a variety of experiments
including assisted video annotation and automatic concept
detection. Further work on similar applications is planned.
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